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            Our Expertise

        

            
            As trusted advisors in the boardroom and the c-suite, we provide customized services that address and advance the critical links between people and outcomes.

Our Expertise Overview
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            "We don't simply run salary surveys, we partner with you to get the information you need."

Salary Surveys Overview
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2024 Incentive Goal-Setting: Core Principles and Strategies for Uncertain Times


                    
                    
                        Advisor Blog | Jan 2024 | 
                                                                            Greg Stoeckel
                                                                                                    

                    

                    
                        
            Establishing executive compensation performance goals remains a challenge. Focusing on core principles can help when the answers aren’t clear.

      
                    

                

            

        

	


                  
            
      
                  
                    
                
                                            Insights and Research

                                        
            The Pearl Meyer team includes industry experts with deep knowledge and experience in all aspects of compensation and leadership. Here they provide valuable insight on emerging issues and developing trends. They offer compelling solutions for challenging situations and advice on maximizing opportunities. Read on and learn more about how Pearl Meyer’s team can help you connect pay, people, and performance.
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Working Overtime: Board Compensation at Small- and Mid-Cap Growth Companies
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                                            If increasing demands on directors’ time has led to questions about the appropriateness of the board pay program, here are some ideas to consider.
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                                            Six tangible steps boards can take to maximize value and minimize CEO succession risk
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                                            Significant industry dynamics are driving a number of similar client questions. We offer broad data to provide guidance and market context.
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The Tesla Executive Compensation Ruling: What Directors Need to Know
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                                            While the size of the grant and facts of the case are highly idiosyncratic, there are important takeaways for boards and compensation committees.
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                                            Periodically stress-testing your bank’s CIC agreements can eliminate surprises. Here is a step-by-step guide.
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                                            While private companies may lack access to the strong allure of public company equity, there are clear ways to compete for—and win—high caliber talent.
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                                            Five-year data from Pearl Meyer’s Executive Compensation and Benchmarking Survey show clear advantages for the largest companies.
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Maximizing a Director’s Ability to Enhance Stock Holdings
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                                            Directors frequently ask about increasing their holdings. Here are two ways companies can structure additional choice beyond simple open-market purchases.
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            At Pearl Meyer, we work with boards and organizations to design and implement compensation and leadership strategies that build great management teams.

      
                

                
                
                    
            Find out how we can help you.

      
                                            Get in touch with us
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